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House Resolution 1138

By: Representatives Ralston of the 7th, Carter of the 175th, Wilkinson of the 52nd, and Holmes

of the 125th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Robbie Burns and Lindsay Scott and inviting them to be1

recognized by the House of Representatives; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Robbie Burns has published articles on sports and sports history for over two3

decades and most recently became the author of Belue to Scott! The greatest moment in4

Georgia football history; and5

WHEREAS, Burns served 11 years as the public relations director for the Georgia Sports6

Hall of Fame; and7

WHEREAS, Burns has written for regional publications including the Macon Telegraph and8

Baton Rouge Morning Advocate and has been published nationally in magazines including9

Executive Golfer, Sports Events, and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes' Sharing the10

Victory; and11

WHEREAS, Burns is united in love and marriage to Dawn and is blessed with two12

remarkable children, Hunter and Hannah Rose; and13

WHEREAS, Lindsay Scott ran into legend against the Florida Gators in 1980, as he took a14

short pass from Buck Belue and turned it into a 93-yard score that gave Georgia a 26-2015

victory and catapulted the Bulldogs to the national championship; and16

WHEREAS, Scott was the 13th overall pick in the first round of the 1982 NFL draft by the17

New Orleans Saints and played four seasons with them; and18

WHEREAS, Scott is united in love and marriage to Rhonda and was blessed with four19

adored children, Caitlyn, Lindsay, Jonathan, and Clay; and20
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WHEREAS, the outstanding athletic achievements of Lindsay Scott and Robbie Burns is21

dedication to writing about sports are worthy of recognition.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body commend Lindsay Scott and his athletic ability as well as Robbie24

Burns and his love and dedication to sports writing and invite them to be recognized by the25

House of Representatives at a date and time designated by the Speaker of the House.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized27

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Robbie Burns and Lindsay28

Scott.29


